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CHAPTER I. INTROOUCTION 
Introduction to the Problem 
The general effectiveness of government intervention and the 
existence of possible negative effects of government monetary policy on 
the agricultural sector have been raised recently . Research on this 
issue has been done for the U.S . economy by Johnson (1980, 1985); 
Gardner (1981); Chambers (1984, 1985); Starleaf et al. (1985); Stamoul is 
et al . (1985); Falk et al . (1986); Rausser (1985); Huffman and Langley 
(1985) , and for the economy of other countries, including Peru, by 
McKinnon (1978, 1986a, 1986b) ; Hanson (1979 ) ; Salaverry (1983); Corbo 
(1985a, 1985b); Corbo and de Melo (1985) ; and Chhibber and Wilton 
(1986) . 
During the last decade, the macroeconomi c environment has become 
more important in determining the economic health of the agricultural 
sector. To the extent that money is nonneutra l in the short run, 
analysis of agricultural market dynamics must take into account not only 
real demand and supply forces and the effects of sectoral governmental 
intervention, but also the macroeconomic policies of government nation -
wide . The fixed-fle x price dichotomy of the world economy may help 
understand money effects on real variables of monetary authorities 
policy. 
The present paper focuses on the study of differential monetary 
effects on relative expected prices in the agricultural and non -
agricultural sectors of Peru. The comparison, thus made, follows the 
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assumption that the agricultural pri ces may be more sensitive than the 
non -agricultural prices to monetary instability . In addition, because 
it is possible to tind important monetary linkages between the U.S. and 
foreign countries under fixed exchange rate regimes, literature on 
related topics for the U.S. economy i s reviewed first . Second, 
references ot similar studies tor other economies , including the 
Peruvian economy , are c ited. 
An econometric model , previously used for the U.S. economy , is 
appliea to the Peruvian case. An attempt i s made to evaluate the 
ettects of monetary shocks on sectoral real outp uts and nominal prices 
in the short -run and in the long- run. The econometric evidence 
presented in thi s study provi ae some evidence on the neutrality ot money 
in the Peruvian agricultural and non -agricultural sectors . Additional 
research, however, remains to be done using more elaborated econometric 
models . 
Some ot Most Recent Work About Mon etary Effects on the 
Agri cultu ra l Sector of the U. S. 
It is important to recognize , in the first place , the notion of 
policy interdependence in agricultural mark et s in the worl d, and the 
subs t ant ia l influence that the U. S. and European Community, as 
predominant markets, have on the conditions of trade t or other 
countries . Some ot the most recent research on effects or monetary 
policy in the U.S . are : ( a) U.S. export boom ot the 1970s was in large 
part induced by a decline in the real value of the U.S. 
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dollar in foreign exchange markets. In the early 1980s, the dollar has 
increased in real terms through 1985 and that has caused a decline in 
U. S. farm exports (Schuh , 1983) and has increased import competition in 
a number of economic sectors , including segments of U.S. agriculture, 
and in addition has decreased the inflation rate. (b) This import 
competition, eased by the reduction of some barriers to t rade , 
stimulated supply response and raised the liquidity of internationa l 
markets for a number of commodities (Rausser , 1985). (c) During 1986, 
the value of the dollar has declined and the general level of U.S. 
domestic prices may rise. The U.S. monetary authorities might 
accommodate the increase in the dollar prices of tradeable good s by 
increasing the money supply rather than forcing a co ntraction in 
economic activity (Johnson, 1985) . (d) Given the dominant role of the 
Federal Reserve and the rapid appreciation in the value of the dollar, 
other centra l banks might try to maintain a tight rein on their money 
supply and attempt to manage the value of their currency vis-a-vis the 
dollar by selling dollars and buying their currencies (Rausser, 1985). 
All of these unfavorable effects of monetary policy on the 
agricultural sector can be thought of as impulses transmitted to 
producers ana consumers in t he short - run. These impulses may cause 
false s ignals when, as a consequence of a mon ey supply increase, an 
overshooting of the agricultural price takes place. It is hypothesized 
that this is the result of prices being relative ly less sti cky in the 
agricultural sector than in the non-agricultural sector (Rausser, 1985 ; 
Stamoulis et al., 1985). The increase in money supply may come from an 
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anticipated or/and unanticipated money growth . economic models that 
pertain to the class of business cycles models have established, under 
the so -callea natural rate hypothesis a very clear distinction between 
the expected etfects on output and pri ces of anticipated and 
unanticipated money growth (Lucas , 1972 ; Sheehan, 1985) . A recent study 
about monetary neutrality for the agricultural sector has found that 
there are only statistically significant eftects of the unanticipated 
component of money growth (Enders and Falk, 1984) . Assuming that 
expectation~ about monetary policy are rational , the analysis of those 
monetary impacts may lead us to draw important conclusions . Indeed , 
they become richer in information when, such monetary influences ot 
anticipated ana unanticipat ed money growth on both real output and 
nominal output prices are measured as differentia l effects not only on 
Lhe agricultural sector but also on the non-agricultural sector, during 
a short or long term perioa of time (Huffman and Langley, 1985) . 
with regard to price flexibility, it is important to recall that 
highly inel as ti c agricultural commodity demand ana supply , slow growth 
ot food demand , highly competitive markets, rapid technical change , and 
asset fixi ty are the reasons given to explain why one should expect a 
fairly high degree of absolute price variability in agriculture compared 
to steaay or less flexible prices outside of agriculture (Chambers , 
1985) . More importantly , when these farm-products have to be traded in 
the international market , and assuming that toreign exchange rate is 
fixed, their relative prices also become flexible due to absol ute price 
variability nature and also because these price fluctuations are 
explained by the competitiveness t hat both home ana foreign countries 
look for in an effort to imp rove their trade balance . Th is situation 
makes governments adopt new exchange ra tes policy i n order to offset any 
price fluctuation of farm- produ cts that can lead them to be le ss compe -
titive . Thi s can be seen in the U.S. government case , where a decline 
in the valu e of the dol lar at the beginning of 1986, i s expected to 
boost farm ex por t s after their contraction for the last five years . 
Some Impacts of Monetary Pol icy on the Agriculture Sector 
of Peru Within the Context of LDCs 
A recent study by Chhiber ana Wil ton (1986) has focused on how 
macroeconomic policy has negatively affected t he growth and the compo-
si tion of trade in agricult ure in selected less developed countr i es 
(LDCs) , including Peru . Trade policies have often been the primary 
source of policy- induced descrimination against agriculture . Tariffs 
and qu otas have given heavy protection to import -competing manufacturing 
activities relative to ag r iculture . Tabl e 1. 1 shows an index of the 
bias in protection to manufacturing industry relative to agricu lture for 
selected developi ng countri es . A val ue of 1. 0 ind icates no discrimina-
ti on against agriculture , and a val ue of l ess than one indicates that 
agriculture i s disfavored relat i ve to industry . Thus , Peruvian agr icul -
tural sector has been disfavo red relative to its non - agricultural sector 
by 0. 68 . The author s al so argue that the bias against agriculture 
caused by trade policies has often been exace rbated in these LDCs by 
expansionary monetary and fiscal policies and an in f lexible exchange 
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rate regime . Furthermore, excessive increases in money supply have been 
derived from the adoption of inappropriate fiscal policies. With 
restricted --or, in some cases , strictly rationed--access to foreign 
cap ital and limited domestic private savings, public sec t or deficits 
have been financed by printing money. 
Another study that describes similar negative effects of monetary 
policy (McKinnon, 1978, 1986a, 1986b) asserts that government 
intervention to finance firms' production , through the banking system , 
has become customary in most LDCs because of the existence of 
insignificant cap ita l markets (i . e ., open markets for common stocks, 
bonds, mortgages, commercial bills) . It is claimed that countries that 
have sustained higher real interest rates have generally had robust real 
financial growth leading to higher real economic growth . One noticeable 
characteri st i c of this fact within LDCs is that, even the slower -growing 
of Asian countries, they tend to be more financially developed than 
typical Latin American countries (Table 1. 2) . Other studies in the same 
direction are documented in a series of papers for Lat in American 
countries by Corbo (1985a, 1985b) and Corbo and de Melo (1985). 
The provision of credit, to the agricultural sector of the Peruvian 
economy , seems to be an important variable that exp la ins the slow growth 
of this sector over time. Since credit is a major resource to finance 
production activities, a reduction of its provision may have caused a 
decrease in farm output (Table 1.3) . More importantly, the structure of 
loan shares by the different institutions of the Peruvian financial 
system has changed significantly . Thus, farm credit from commercial 
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Table 1. 1. Protection of Agricultu re Compared with Manufactur i nga 
Country 
ln the 1960s 
Chile 
Co lombia 
Argentina 
Brazil 
Philippines 
Mexico 
Mal aysia 
Republic of Korea 
In the 197us ana 1980s 
Nigeria 
Co lombia 
Egypt 
Brazile 
Ecuador 
Peru 
Philippines 
Turkey 
Mexico 
Republic of Koreac 
a Chhibber and Wi lton, 1986. 
Year 
1961 
1969 
1969 
1966 
1965 
1960 
1965 
1968 
1980 
1978 
1981 
1980 
1983 
1981 
1974 
1981 
1980 
1982 
Relative Protection Ratiob 
0 .40 
0. 40 
0. 46 
0.46 
0 .66 
0. 79 
0 .98 
1.18 
0 . 35 
0. 49 
0. 57 
0.65 
0. 65 
0 . 68 
0. 76 
0 . 77 
0 .88 
1. 36 
b One plus the effective rate of protection for agriculture 
divided by one plus the effective rate of pro tection for manufacturing . 
c Refers to primary sector . 
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Table 1.2. Selected developing countries grouped according to 
interest-rate policies: growth of real financial 
assets and real GOP , 1971 -80 
(compou nd growth rates, percent per annum)a 
Financial assetsb GDP 
1. Countries with positive real interest rates 
Malaysia 
Korea 
Sri Lank a 
Nepal 
Singapore 
Phi lippines 
13.8 
11.1 
10 . 1 
9.6 
7. 6 
5.6 
2. Countries with moderately negative real interest rates 
8. 0 
13. 6 
4. 7 
2.0 
9 .1 
6. 2 
Pakistanc 9.9 5. 4 
Thailand 8. 5 6. 9 
Morocco 8.2 5. 5 
Colombia 5. 5 5.8 
Greece 5.4 4. 7 
South Africa 4. 3 3. 7 
Kenya 3 . 6 5 . 7 
Burma 3. 5 4. 3 
Portugal 1.8 4. 7 
Zambia - 1. 1 0. 8 
3. Countries with severely negative real interest rates 
Peru 
Turkey 
Jamaica 
Zaire 
Ghana 
a McKin non, 1986b . 
3.2 
2. 2 
-1. 9 
-6.8 
-7.6 
3.4 
5 . 1 
-0. 7 
O.i 
- 0 . l 
b Measured as the sum of monetary and quasi -monetary deposits 
with the banking sector, corrected for changes in the consumer price 
inoex. 
c The period covered is 1974-80 . 
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Table l.3 . Rate of Growth ot Peruvian Agricultural Sector , 1960- 1979a 
Per iod Farm Credit Farm Output Farm Credit/ 
Total Cred it 
Farm Output / 
GDP 
1960- 1964 
1965 - 1969 
1970- 1974 
1975- 1979 
6.5 
3. 9 
4. 3 
- 7. 7 
a Sal averry , 1983 . 
3.0 
2. 9 
3.3 
0.9 
20 . 3 
23 .4 
20 . 9 
16 . 9 
15 . 0 
14 . 1 
12 . 5 
bank s and the Banco Agrario del Peru (a development bank for the 
agricultural sec tor) have followed opposite trends (Table 1.4). There 
are some reasons that seem to exp lain the adverse money effects on t he 
Peruvian agricultural sector : (a) Peruvian agrarian reform th at modi -
fied land tenure structure in 1969 . Cooperatives , Sociedades Agr icol as 
de Interes Socia l (SA IS) , and other farm communi ties under government 
control replaced old Cooperat i ves and pri vate farm firms . (b) Uncer-
tainties caused by land reform and establishment of cooperatives 
resulted in Banco Agrar i o becoming the primary source of agricu ltu ral 
credit and largely replacing commercial banks. (c) Inefficient alloca -
ti on of loanable fund s to new land owners by the Banco Agrar i o and the 
presence of gove rnment subsidies to i nterest rates created dis torti ons 
i n the farm credi t market . (d) As a major source of financial 
resources , the Central Bank of Peru , has implemented at times an 
expansio n of the money s t ock to as s ist the Banco Agrario to meet i ts 
clients' demand fo r credit , particularly during the agrar i an reform 
period (1969-1979) . 
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Tab le 1. 4. Credit Provision Shares to the Peruvian Agricultural 
Sec tor, 1950-1979 (Percent)a 
Banco Commerc i a 1 Banking Non-Banking Financial 
Year Agrariob Banks System Sys temc System 
1950 78 . 3 12.3 15 . 3 15.3 
1955 23.5 16.3 18.0 18 . 0 
i96l) 48.9 14.4 25.0 25.0 
1965 42.4 11. u 19 . 6 17 . 1 
1966 44 . 4 11. 0 21. 7 18.3 
1967 43.2 lu . 4 22 .4 18. 6 
1968 40.1 8. 9 21. 4 17 .4 
1969 47 .4 8. 0 24.0 n. a. 19 . 1 
1970 49.0 6. 6 22.6 n. a. 17 . 9 
1971 4S . 7 5. 5 20 . 2 n.a . 15 .8 
1972 41. 1 5 .1 19. L) 0. 1 14.8 
1973 37.7 4.4 17 . 6 0.1 13 . 9 
1974 38 .6 4.1 18. 8 l) . 3 14.5 
1975 36.3 3.3 17 . 3 0.3 13 .4 
1976 35.5 3. L) 18.l 0.3 13 . 5 
1977 33.5 2.8 17. 4 3.6 14 .0 
1978 33.4 2. 2 16 . 7 4. u 13 . 7 
1979 36. 1 1. 7 16.9 4. 3 14. 5 
a Salaverry, 1983. 
b Including farm credit from other development banks . 
c Mutuales, Financieras Privadas , Cofide . 
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Study Objectives 
The purpose of this study is to examine the hypothesis of 
differential effects of Peruvian (domestic) and U.S. (foreign) monetary 
policy on the Peruvian agricultural and non-agricultural sectors . 
Particular attention is given to the effects of ant i cipated and unantic -
ipated domestic money growth and of foreign money growth on (real) 
output and (nominal) output prices of the two sectors . 
To achieve that purpose, a five -equation model for the Peruvian 
economy is presented. It is s i mi 1 ar to the one proposed by Huffman and 
Langley for the U. S. economy (1985) , which contains a domestic monetary 
rule, output or supply equat ion s for the two sectors and , price or 
demand equations for the two sectors . Expectations about monetary 
policy are assumed to be rational and, they are not supposed to be a 
source of differential sectoral effects . The set of equations are 
fitted to annual data in percentage rate of change form for the period 
1950- 1984. Statistical tests are performed in order to learn about the 
short-run and long-run effects of monetary policy on Peruvian sectoral 
output growth and inflation rates . 
Report Outline 
Subsequent sections of the thesis are as follows. The theoretical 
framework is presented in the second chapter. This includes 
introductory concep t s about rational expectations , neutrality and , non-
neutral ity; specif icat ion of the model; short-run and long-run monetary 
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effects; and tests for these effects . The third chapter discusses data 
and procedures utilized. A discussion of the econometric results are 
also included in this section. Finally, conclusions, derived from this 
study, are presented in Chapter IV . 
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CHAPTER II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
Rationa l Expectations , Neutrality, and Non-Neutrality 
The natural rate hypothesis notion associates variations in 
economic aggregates relative to their natural levels with expectational 
errors involving differences between actual and expected rates of 
inflation. The idea of rat ional expectations proposes a general 
th eoretic al approach to the study of expectations. In particular, the 
resulting analysis suggests that it may not be feasible to design 
monetary (and fiscal) policies that can active ly stabilize aggregate 
output and employment relative to their natural levels. This analysis 
has been extended to t he point of suggesting other questions about the 
causes of business cyc les and their relation to governmen t behavior . 
Thus, rational expectations incorporates important assumptions such as: 
(a) economi c agents (private) have both knowledge of the specification 
of the structure of the economy itself and knowledge of the past and 
current data that this struc ture identifies as consequentia l; (b) 
economic agents gather and use this information efficiently; and (c) 
there is a specifica ti on of the availability and usability of 
information (Grossman, 1980) . 
The proposition, known as the neutrality hypothesis, is that the 
time pattern of differences between actual and natur al levels of 
aggregate output and emp loyment i s independent of monetary and fiscal 
actions that involve systematic responses to business cycle 
developments . According to this proposition, systematic monetary 
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actions affect only nominal variables such as the level of prices or the 
rate of inflat ion bu t not the rate of growth of real output . The other 
proposition , denoted as the non -neutrality hypothesis , states that the 
pattern of business cycles nevertheless depends in a significant way on 
an important subset of monetary and fiscal actions (Lucas , 1972 , 1975 ; 
Sargent and Wallace , 1975 , 1976 ; Barro , 1976) . 
Model Specificati on 
The hypothesis is of probable neutral effects of domestic and 
foreign monetary policy on the agricultural and nonagricultural sectors 
of Peru . For that purpose , a model, similar to the one employed by 
Huffman and Langley (1985) , is provided. The model consists of three 
kinds ot equations : a monetary growth rule , output (supply) growth 
equations , and pr ice (demand) growth equations , respectively . Two 
add itional equations are added t o thi::; system and they represent 
differential growth of sector outputs and differential growth of sector 
pr ices . 
The model is specifiea as follows: 
* mt = mt + Et = z~ + Et 
* Y1t = Y1t + µH 
n 
;'.:, n * = E aR. i mt - i + E f31i (mt- i - mt-i) + x 1 t :Yi + µ R. i =O i =O 
where mt is t he rate of growth of money stock ; Ytt • R. = 1, 2, 3, 4, 
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is the rate of growth of agricultural output, non - agricultural output, 
(nominal) agricultural price , and (nominal) non-agricultural price , 
respectively; Yst = Ylt - y2t is the differential sectoral 
output growth rate ; and y6t = y3t y4t is the differential 
sectora l price growth rate; Zt is a vector of exogenous and (or) 
predetermined variables; x1t and x2t are a vector of variables 
that determine the natural rate of growth of ag ri cultural and non -
agricultural output , respectively; x3t and x4t are vectors of 
variables (other than output) that influence real money balances 
demanded and that represent non-monetary (rea l demand) effects on the 
sectoral price growth; x5 determines the natural growth rate differ -
ential for agricultural and non -agricultural output; x6 is a vector 
containing all the variables included in x3 and x4; ..§.£ and 1 £ ' £ = 
1, ... , 6, are vectors of unknown coefficients, a£ i and B£ i are 
unknown coefficients too; Et and µ£t, i = l, . .. , 6, are zero 
mean and serially uncorrelated rand om disturbance terms , and 
E(µ£t µs t) = ai s t- 0. 
According to equation (2 . 1) , the rate of growth of the money stock 
is viewed as the sum of two components : (1) an anticipated money growth 
rate mt , which can be predicted with the aid of a set of observed 
variables , namely Zt , which, in turn, are supposed to be related to or 
determine that predictable mon ey growth rate; and (2) an unanticipated 
mo ney growth rate Et that is assumed to be random or unpredictable . 
At this point, if economic agents in both the agricultural ana 
non-agricultural sectors form expectations about monetary growth 
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rationally in the Muth - sense and make use of the systematic relationship 
between mt and Zt, then predicted mo ney growth mt Will equal Zt, 6 
whereas unpredic ted money growth will equal Et= mt - mt (Barro , 
1976; Mishkin, 1983 ) . 
From equation (2 . 2) , it can be seen that agricultural and non -
agricultural output growth consist of two components : (1) a natu ra l 
rate (Y~t) and (2) a transitory rate (µ~t) . In this paper , the 
natural rate is explained by a constant and time trend , which are 
included in x1t and x2t . Variables such as the rate of chang e 
of the domestic energy price, change in the domestic interest rate, 
change in real research expenditures, might explain the natural rate . 
Short - Ru n and Long-Run Monetary Effects on the Agricultural Sector 
It is hypothesized that the natural growth rate of output is unaf -
fected by monetary policy, i . e., neither anticipated nor unanticipated 
money has natural output growth rate effects; whereas, the transitory 
growth in output is hypothesized to be related to unanticipated and 
maybe anticipated monetary growth . Unanticipated money growth is caused 
by erratic monetary pol i cy , and it may have real eff ects because 
economic agents cannot properly interpret these effects . Therefo re , 
when a l arger t han expected growth of the money supply occurs , i t may 
cause a temporary increase in current farm relative to nonfarm output 
prices . Different short-run responses in the two sectors arise from 
possibly different flexibilities of prices and production dynamics . 
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Lagged unanticipated money may also have some effects on sectoral 
output . Past information on unanticipated money can lead entrepreneurs 
to permanently revise their decisions on the level of productive capital 
carri ed forward into future periods (Lucas , 1975) . Unexpected money 
su pply can also lead to unexpected changes in aggregate demand (Fischer, 
1980; Lucas and Sargent , 1981 ; Blinder , 1982) which are met by adjusting 
both output and inventory levels . Nevertheless, a desired policy could 
be to re -establish a certain level of inventories, then lagged 
unanticipated money growth to affect real output happens to be another 
mechanism . Again short - run effects of lagged money shocks in each 
sector are not necessarily the same . 
Regarding the anticipated money growth, the controversy about its 
effects on real economi c variables is sti 11 open . Economists in favor 
of the neutrality of anticipated money growth su s tain tha t, prices are 
flexible and that agents are rational enough to foresee the changes in 
prices caused by anticipated money ; hence no remarkable effect of money 
on real variables is expected (Lucas, 1972; Barro , 1976) . On the 
contrary , other economists have shown empirical evidence of the non -
neutral ity of anticipated money growth on economic variables (Dornbusch, 
1976; Fischer, 1977; Blinder , 1982 ; Mishkin, 1983; Sheehan, 1985) . 
Short -run monetary effects on real output of anticipated money may 
happen because of more or le ss flexibility of relative sectoral prices . 
For instance, it is argued that agricultural output prices are flexible , 
and that non-agricultural prices are sticky or semi - flexible, then an 
overshooting of the agricultural price happens when anticipated or 
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unanticipated money supply increases occur . If non - agricultural price 
cannot adjust completely in the short -run when money supply increases 
then additional adjustment may be required for the agricultural price. 
This overshooting of the farm price is induced by money balance holders 
who are trying to bring real money balances into equilibrium . 
Therefore, in the short -ru n, the agr icu ltural price rises proportionally 
more than the non -agricultural price and by a larger amount than it 
would if the non -farm pr ice were more flexible. In the short - run, 
relative prices in the two sectors change, and hence an increase in farm 
output relative to non - farm output is expected. Whereas in the 
long-run, nei tiler anti cipated nor unanticipated money supply growth is 
expected to influence real OU tpu t growth in either sector .1 Thus, any 
short - run effects are expected to dampen out as ti me passes . When 
economic agents have rational expectations , the effects of a change in 
anticipated money should show up immediately in price changes . If 
prices in both sectors are equally flexible, the percentage change in 
prices in both sectors will be similar in the short and in the long run 
(Frankel and Hardouvelis, 1983; Gauger, 1984 ; Stamoulis et al., 1985; 
Rausser, 1985; Huffman and Langley, 1985) . 2 
1 In the case of Peru , some farm and non-farm prices are subject 
to governmental control. This reduces price flexibility in both sectors 
and might affect the extent of overshooting . 
2 Effects on natural real output growth (y*t) could come from 
a variety of sources (labor force growth , technological change) . In the 
short-run, there could be deviations from this growth rate due to an 
increase in real pri ces of inputs and outputs and an increase of 
interest (real) rate . In the long-run, input and output prices are 
expected to grow at a constant rate. 
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Until now, no study has looked at the short-run and long-run 
effects of monetary shocks on sectoral production of Peru . Few 
resources for economic research, a weak data base and minimal earlier 
concerns about the l inkage between agriculture and monetary policy are 
some of the reasons why research of this type was not undertaken 
earlier. However, this present situation does not imply the 
nonexistence of such effects . Furthermore, it makes sense to recognize 
the presence of these price and productivity shocks due to the 
outstanding government interv ention through monetary, tax and subsidy 
reforms. Moreover, as mentioned in the previous sec tion, a significant 
share of the credit that the agricultu ra l sector receives is provided by 
the Banco Agrario del Peru at the expense of the money supply expansion. 
Tests About Short-Run and Long-Run Effec t s 
Hypothesis tests about the short -r un and long-run sectora l effects 
of monetary policy can be performed on the coefficients of equati on 
(2.2) . If agricultural prices are relatively more f lexible in the 
short - run, then a 10 > a 20 . Moreover , a 10 is expected to be 
larger than one , and a 20 is expected to be smaller than one . If 
overshooting occurs, the farm price increases (decreases) relative t o 
the non-farm price in the short - run . In the long-run, prices in both 
sectors are assumed to be flexible; therefore, an increase (decrease) in 
anticipated money is expected to cause similar long-run percentage 
increases (decreases) of sectoral prices . Th is can be interpreted as 
20 
changes in the rate of grow th of an ti cipated money cause short -run 
relative overshooting (undershooting) of the changes in the farm 
(non -farm) price . Then unnecessary fluctuations in farm ou tput prices 
are said to be cau sed by erratic monetary policy . 
The proposition tha t domestic anti cipated (unantic ipated) money has 
no short-run effects on Y£t i s a t est of the null hypothesis 
Ho:~ = Q [~=QJ , (against Ha: negation), £ = 1, . . . , 6. The 
propos it ion that domestic anticipated (unanti cipated ) money has no 
lon g-r un effec t s on Y£t is a test of the null hypothes is 
n 
Ho: E et.£ i = 0 
i =O 
n 
[E Bt i = OJ (against Ha : negation), £ =1, ... , 6 . 
i =O 
Likewi se , th e same hypothesis tests are extended t o test the short - run 
and long - run sectoral effects of foreign anticipated money growth . The 
sample value of the test statistic under the null hypothesis is 
T{lnlERI - lnlEul}where IEul and jERI are the determinant of the 
estimate of t he variance -covariance matri x of the disturbances for the 
unrestricted and restricted set of equations under the null hypothesis , 
respecti vely ; T i s the number of observations in each equ ation. It is 
assumed that, under the null hypothesis , the test statistic is 
di stributed in large samples as a chi -square with q degrees of freedom , 
where g is the number of equality restri ct ions imposed on the 
coefficients of the mode l by the null hypothes is . 
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CHAPTER III. DATA, PROCEDURES AND ECONOMETRIC RESULTS 
Data Uti 1 i zed 
Peruvian annual data for the period 1950-1984 are used . Annual 
rather than quarterly data were chosen primarily because of availabil -
ity, but agricultural production does have a definite annual cycle. 
Farm and non - farm output and price data are obtained from national 
accounts of the Central Bank of Peru (BCR) for the period 1950- 1974, and 
from national accounts of the Nationa l Institute of Statistics (INE) for 
the period 1975 - 1984. The farm price series is t he implicit deflator 
for the agricultural Gross National Product (at 1963 prices), whereas 
the non- farm prices ser ies is represented by the manufacturing price 
series (at 1963 prices) . Nomi na 1 money stock and nomi na 1 government 
expenditures3 data are f rom BCR source for 1950-1980 , while for 
1981 - 1984 , the IFS and t he GFS yearbook of the International Monetary 
Fund are the information source. 
Three other variables that are added to the model are a trend 
variable , a dummy variable and a foreign money variable. The trend 
variable begins with value 1 for year 1950 and ends up with value 35 for 
year 1984 . The dummy variable 072 i s incorporated to account for 
important changes in the structure of the money system due to a major 
3 It corresponds to government expend i tures for consumption 
(including national defense), subsidies, transfers, investment (does not 
include local government), and interest payments. 
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government shake-up. 4 Thus 072 is 1 for years equal to or greater 
than 1972 , and 0 otherwise. The foreign money variable is the U.S. 
money supply stock (Ml), whi ch serves to include foreign monetary 
effects , since the largest s hare of Peruvian foreign trade is with the 
5 U. S. 
All of the variables are expressed as proportional rates of change 
or loge first differences to remove trend dominated effects of 
variables . Likewise, in doing that, the problem with serial correlation 
of disturbance terms in the equati ons of the model can be reduced . 
Procedures 
The money rule , output or supply equations in the agricultural and 
non -agricult ural sectors, and price or demand equations in the 
agricultural and non -agricultural sectors together form a 5-equation 
simultaneous system. In the se lecti on of a parameter estimat ion 
procedure, two-stage estimati on was chosen. 6 For the monetary rule 
--- --- - -
4 The following events may be captured in 072 : Until 1972, 
aggregate demand shows a moderate growth . After that time, aggregate 
demand increases significantly due to a higher growth of its investment 
component relative to consumption . Together with this expansi on of the 
aggregate demand there are also an acceleration of the rate of inflation 
and a declining balance of trade. For further details see Gonzales, 
1979, pp. 37 -122. 
5 The U. S. as Peru's major trade partner is described in detail 
in Tables A.6 and A.7. 
6 Huffman and Langley (1985 ) found that the full-information 
maximum-likelihood estimator for the 5-equation system failed to 
converge. 
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equation (2 .1 ), a procedure employed by Barro (1976) and Sheehan (1985) 
is followed . Money rule equation parameters are estimated by ordinary 
least squares . Predicted values of money are then plugged into equation 
(2 . 2) to build estimates of lagged anti cipated money (mt- i) and 
unanticipated money (mt-i - mt _; ) . The four-equation system 
depicted by (2 . 2), which contains agricultural and non - agricultural 
outputs and agricultural and non-agricultural prices or Yt t• i = 1, 
... , 4, is "a set of seemingly unrelated regression equations . " Because 
the output and price equations have slightly different specifications, 
the variances of the disturbances of the four equations seemed likely 
to be different, and contemporaneous cross -equation correlation of 
disturbances seems likely to occur, the four equations (2.2) are jointly 
estimated (Zel lner, 1962) . All of the estimation and testing were 
conducted using the nonlin SURE procedure in SAS-ETS version s.7 
Econometric Results 
The econometric results of this paper are presented i n Tables 
3. 2-3.7 . Table 3. 2 contains estimates of the coefficients and 
asymptotic t-ratios for the agricultural and non-agricultural supply 
(output) and demand (price) equations and the monetary rule for antici-
pated money . Table 3. 3 contains results from hypothesis tests that 
domestic anticipated or unanticipated money has no short - run effects on 
7 For this two - stage estimation procedure, Pagan (1984) has shown 
that the estimated coefficients at the second stage are consistent but 
some standard errors are inconsistent . 
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sectoral outputs and prices; Table 3. 4 shows similar tests of no long-
run effects of domestic anticipated or unanticipated money ; Tables 3. 5 
and 3. 6 report analogous tests to Tables 3. 3 and 3. 4, for foreign anti -
cipated or unanticipated money effects in the short-run and in the long-
run respectively; and Table 3.7 shows the est imates of the differential 
effects on outputs and prices corresponding to equations y5 and y6. 
The results for the fitted monetary rule equation (shown in Table 
3. 2, Column 5) look good. The t-ratios for the coefficients of govern -
men t expenditure growth (gov) and trend (t) are 4. 22 and 2. 15 , 
respective ly , and the equation explains 72 percent of var iation of the 
rate of growth of the nominal money supply .a 
In Table 3. 2, the est imated coefficients on the sectoral output and 
price equations suggest similar respons es of sector al pri ce changes 
(real output growth) to current and lagged anticipated and unanticipated 
money growth. The t - ratios of estimated coefficients in these four 
equ ati ons are , however, generally small for nonintercept variables . The 
R2s for these equations are relatively large . The small t - ratios and 
large R2s suggest that near multi col li nearity is a problem. Under 
these condi tions joint tests of a hypothesis that two or more variables 
have no effect on a dependent variab le can lead to quite different 
conclu sions than tests on individual coefficients . Furthermo re, the 
8 Peruvian monetary, fi scal and exchange rate policies have 
undergone some abrupt changes over the period 1950-1984 that are not 
represented in the money r ule. These left out effects could bias the 
coefficients of included variables, if the included and excluded 
variables are correlated. 
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joint tests performed in this study also take acount of the cross -
equation correlation of disturbances, which is an additional source of 
difference in conclusions . 
By looking at Tables 3.3 and 3.4, it can be seen that domestic 
monetary policy does not have differential short - run or long - run effects 
on agricultural and non - agricultural output growth. Th us, mo ney growth 
seems to have a neutral effect on Peruvian output , both in the short and 
long term. The sample chi - square values are smal l er than critical chi -
square values for the separate null hypothesis of no anticipated or 
unanticipated money effects on each sectoral output . Individual 
A 
coefficients for mt - i are statistically non-significant at a 5 
percent level, supporting the neutrality hypothesis that actual and 
natural levels of aggregate outp ut are independent of monetary actions 
(Sargent and Wallace, 1975, 1976 ) . The overall performance of output 
equations (y1 and Yz) shows that a much larger share of the 
var iation in transitory out put growth is explained by monetary policy 
for non-agricultural than for agricultural output (51 percent against 21 
percent) . Random variation in climatic conditions , creating more noise 
in agricultural than in non - agricultural output growth, seem to be the 
explanation for this result . 
Tables 3.5 and 3. 6 report tests of null hypothesis about effects of 
foreign monetary policy. These results also show that f orei gn (U.S . ) 
monetary action does not have either short - run or long- run differential 
effects on Peruvi an sectoral outputs . In Table 3.2 , current U.S. 
money does have a negative and significantly different from zero effect 
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on Peruvian non-agricultural output growth. The coefficient of USMt 
in the farm output equation has at-ratio, however, of only 1. 15 . 
Nonetheless, when testing the hypothesis of no short-run effects on 
outputs and prices of foreign monetary policy, the jointly sample 
chi - square (X2 = 7. 47) is very close to the critical chi - square 
cx2 = 7. 78), thus showing the relevant importance that foreign 
monetary policy action has in domestic important decisions, Table 3. 5. 
With regard to domestic monetary effects on prices, the joint tests 
show that domestic anticipated money growth create short - run effects on 
prices of both agricultural and non-agricultural sectors , whereas 
domestic unanticipated money rate only affects the non-agricultural 
prices in the short - run, Table 3.3, Columns (1) and (2) . On the other 
hand , long - run effects on prices of both sectors are merely due to 
domestic anticipated money growth but not to unanticipated money growth. 
Sample chi-square values for the test of no long run effects of current 
and lagged domestic ant i cipated money on prices in the agriculture and 
non -agriculture sectors are larger than critical chi-squared values . 
For unanticipated money, the sample chi -square values is smaller than 
the critical chi - square, suggesting that unanticipated money growth has 
no stat i stically signif i cant long-run effects on either the agricultural 
or non - agricultural output prices. Thus, Tables 3. 3 and 3.4 do not 
provide any evidence to support differential sectoral short-run or 
long- run effects of money growth . 
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Table 3.i . Defi niti on of variables 
Symbol Definition 
= 
= 
Yzt = 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
gov = 
annual proportional change in Peru nominal money stock (Ml ) 
annual proportional change in gross nati onal product (GNP) 
from Peru farm business sector (1963 prices ) 
annual proportional change in GNP from Peru non - farm business 
sector (1963 prices) 
annual proportional change in implicit price deflator for Peru 
GNP in the farm sector 
annual proportional change in implicit price deflator for Peru 
GNP in the non-farm sector 
annual proportional change in U.S. nominal mo ney stock (Ml ) 
1 for years equal to or greater than 1972, and 0 otherwise 
time trend, 1, 2, ...... . . 35 
annual proporti onal change in Peru nomi nal government 
expenditures 
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Table 3.2 . Estimates (Zellner 's-Seemingly-Unrelated) of a Two Sector 
Monetary Model: Growth of (Real) Output and of (Nominal) 
Price for Agricultural and Non-Agricultural Secto rs, 1950-
1984 (Annual) 
Vari ab 1 e 
A 
mt-L 
A 
111t-2 
t 
Intercept 
Output 
-0. 179 
(0 .65 )a 
0. 276 
(0 . 84) 
-0. 201 
(0 . 71) 
0.133 
(0 .80) 
0.051 
(0. 29) 
-0 .17 5 
(0 . 94) 
-1.198 
( 1. 15) 
0. 461 
(0 . 44) 
0.021 
(0 . 36) 
0. 002 
( 0. 42) 
0.033 
(0 .75 ) 
0. 210 
0.019 
(0.13) 
0. 002 
(0.01) 
-0.149 
(0.99) 
-0. 011 
( 0. 13) 
0.086 
(0.91) 
0.090 
(0.91) 
-1. 234 
( 2. 28) 
0.692 
( 1. 25) 
-0.026 
(0 .86) 
0.002 
(0 . 71) 
0.067 
(2.86) 
0. 510 
0.434 
( 1. 38) 
0.566 
( 1. 55) 
0. 217 
(0 . 67) 
0.248 
( 1. 32) 
0.099 
(0 . 50) 
-0 .048 
(0 . 22) 
0.161 
( 0 .16) 
-1.186 
(0.99) 
0.112 
( 1. 93) 
-0 .086 
(2.06) 
0.877 
Price 
Non-Agri . 
(y4) 
0.480 
( 1. 25) 
0. 339 
(0 .76 ) 
0.286 
( 0 . 72) 
0. 567 
(2.45) 
-0 . 055 
( 0. 22) 
-0.371 
( 1. 41 ) 
0.595 
(0.48) 
-1.123 
(0 . 76) 
0.099 
( 1. 39) 
-0.057 
(1.11) 
0.836 
a Absol ute value asymptotic t-ratios are in parentheses. 
-0.029 
(0 .44) 
0.007 
(2 .15) 
0.532 
(4 . 22) 
-0. 034 
(0.75) 
0. 720 
b Government deficit was tried at first in order to incorporate 
revenue movements, but money equation did not perform as with 'gov' . 
R-square and t - ratio for deficit variable were sma ller than for gov . 
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Tab le 3. 3. Results From Hypotheses Tests : Domestic Monetary Policy 
(Anticipated and Unanticipated Money Growth) Has No Short -
Run Real Output or Price Effects in the Ag r icultural~ 
Non -Ag ricultural Sector s , 1950- 1984 (Annual ) 
Sample Chi-s quare 
Dependent Anticipated Money Unant ici pated Money 
Variab le 
Ou tput 
Agri. (yl) 
Non -Agr i . (y2) 
Relative (y5=y1-y2> 
Pr ice 
Agri . (y3) 
Non -Agri . (y4) 
Relative (y6=y3-y4) 
1. 01 
1. 29 
0. 81 
0 . 66 
a Critical chi - square val ues at the 5 percent level : 
1. 78 
1. 59 
2.66 
1. 95 
9.12a 
6. 72 
x~ 0 5 = 7.81, xg OS = 12. 59. Crit i cal chi-square val ues at ' . , . 
the 10 percent level : xi 10 = 6. 25 , x~ 1 0 = 10 . 64 . 
' . ' . 
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Table 3.4. Results From Hypotheses Tests: Domest ic Monetary Policy 
(Anticipated and Unanticipated Money Growth) Has No Long -
Run Rea l Output or Price Effects in the Agricultural and 
Non - Agricultural Sectors, 1950 -1984 (Annual) 
Dependent 
Var iable 
Output 
Agri. (yl) 
Non-Agri . (y2) 
Joint (y1&y2) 
Relat i ve (y5=y1-y2) 
Pr ice 
Agri . (y3 ) 
Non -Agri . (y4) 
Joint (y3&4) 
Relative (y6=y3-y4) 
Sample Chi-square 
Ant i cipat ed Money 
2 
(Ho : E a~ . = O) 
i=O 
1 
0. 15 
0.83 
0.93 
0.10 
26 .84a 
14. 72a 
27. 4Sa 
0 . 23 
Unanticipated Money 
2 
( Ho : E SR, . = 0 ) 
i=O 
1 
0 . 00 
0. 76 
0.76 
0.11 
0.56 
0. 08 
0. 61 
0 . 26 
a Critical chi-square values at the 5 percent level: 
Xl 05 = 3. 84 , X~ 0 5 = 5.99. Critica l chi -square values at 
' . ' . 
the 10 percent level: xf 1 0 = 2. 71, x~ 1 0 = 4 .61 . , . , . 
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Table 3.5. Resu lts From Hypotheses Tests: Foreign Monet ary 
Policy Has No Short-Run Real Outpu t or Price Effects 
in the Agricultural and Non-Agricultural Sect ors , 
1950-1984 (Annual) 
Dependent 
Vari ab le 
Output 
Agri. (yl) 
Non-Agri. (y2) 
Relative (y5=y1-y2) 
Pr i ce 
Agri. (y3) 
lfon -Agr i. (y4) 
Re lative (y6=y3-y4) 
Joint (yl, Y2, Y3, & Y4) 
Sample Chi -square 
Antic ipated Money 
(Ho: Y io =y u =O) 
1. 57 
2. 73 
0. 07 
1. 02 
1. 04 
0 . 24 
7.47 
a Critical chi-squ are val ues at the 5 percent level: 
X~ os = 5.99 , x~ os = 9.49. Critical chi - square values at , . , . 
the 10 percent leve l: x~ i o = 4. 61, xa i o = 7. 78. 
' . ' . 
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Table 3.6 . Results From Hypotheses Tests: Foreign Monetary Policy 
Has No Long -Run Real Output or Price Effects in the 
Agricultural and Non-Agricultural Sectors, 1950- 1984 
(Annual ) 
Dependent 
Var iable 
Output 
Agri . (yl) 
Non-Agri . (y2) 
Joint (y1&y2) 
Relative (y1-y2) 
Price 
Agri. (y3) 
Non - Agri. (y4) 
Joint (y3&y4) 
Relative (y3-y4) 
Sample Chi - square 
Anticipated Money 
(Ho: Yw+Yu =O) 
0.45 
0.09 
0.56 
0 .00 
0.65 
0. 84 
0.86 
0 . 26 
a Critical chi-square values at the 5 percent level: 
xt OS = 3. 84, x~ OS = 5.99 . Critical chi-square values at , . ' . 
thelOpercentlevel: x i i o =2.71, x~ i o =4.61. , . ' . 
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Table 3. 7. (SU RE) Estimates of Effects of Monetary Policy on 
Differential Growth Rates for Agr i cultural and Non -
Agricultural Outputs and Prices, 1950-1984 (A nnual) 
Outputs Prices 
Variable (y5=Y1 -Y2) (y5 =YrY4) 
A 
-0. 181 -0. 047 mt 
(0 .60)a (0 . 15) 
A 
0. 306 0. 227 mt -1 
(0 .10 ) ( L) . 63) 
" -0. 031 -0. 069 mt -2 
(0 . lLJ) ( 0. 22) 
A 
0. 155 0.319 mt -mt 
(0 .85) (1.71) 
" -0 . 019 0. 153 m - rn t-1 t - 1 ( 1. 29) (0 . 78) 
" m -m 0 . 263 0. 322 t-2 t-2 
( 1. 29) ( 1. 52) 
USMt 0. 259 -0. 433 
(0 . 23) cu . 44 ) 
LJSMt-1 -0. 208 -0. 063 
(0 . 18) (0 .05) 
072 0 . 057 0. 013 
(0 . 91) (0 . 23) 
t -0. 002 
(0 . 30) 
Intercept -0. 023 -0.029 
(0 .71 ) 
R2 0 . 230 0. 307 
a Absolute value asymptotic t-rat i os are in parentheses . 
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CHAPTER IV . CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose for wh ich this study was undertaken was to obtain 
estimates of differential effects of domestic and foreign monetary 
po l icy on the Peruvian agricultural and non - agricultural sectors . A 
main goal was to test for differential shocks of anticipated and 
unanticipated domestic money growth and of foreign money growth on real 
output and nominal output prices of the two sectors. The quantitative 
analysis measured both short-term and long-term of money surprises . A 
foreign money variab le represented by U. S. money supply was also 
inc l uded in the analysis . 
Econometric analysis rendered two important findings. The first 
finding deals with impacts on real output, whereas the second one has to 
do with effects on nominal output prices. First, the econometric 
results show that the Peruvian monetary authority does not have any 
significant short - run or long - run effects on the agricultural and non -
agricultural output growt h rates. Neither anticipated money growth nor 
unanticipated money growth causes shocks in aggregate supply. Also, 
foreign monetary policy does not create short - run or lo ng - run differ -
ential impacts on sectoral output. Second, anticipated money growth 
causes short -run effects on both agricultural and non - agricultural 
prices, but unanticipated money growth affects only the non-agricultural 
prices in the short - run. In the long - run, monetary impacts on prices of 
both sectors are exclusively attributed to domestic anticipated money 
growth but not to unanticipated money growt h. Estimates of differential 
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short - run and long-run effects on sectoral prices of foreign monetary 
poli cy were not statistically significan t . However , a short - run overall 
effect of foreign monetary growth on outputs and prices jointly was 
found. 
Considering t he general res ult s di scu ssed above, everything seems 
to indi cate that the assumpt ion of money neutrality holds for the 
Peruvian case . However, considerations such as slow growth of the 
Peruvian agriculture sector, inefficient allocation of credit resources, 
expansion ary money growth to finance farm firms' production , would lead 
us to as sert the contrary . Money might have effects on the agricultural 
sec tor and help to exp l ai n its dec lining output level , ana its 
deterioration in the terms of trade rel ative to other sectors of the 
Peruvian economy. Al l these specula tions will have t o be reso lved with 
further research . As far as reaching a conclusion about the neutrality 
of money for the Peruvian case , this result is cons istent with previous 
findings of s tud ies that su pport this assumption . 
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Table A.3. Peru: Index of Foreign Trade, 1975-1984a 
(1981 = 100) 
Price Index of Index of 
Year Traditional Exportsb ImportsC Terms of Trade 
(1) ( 2) (1/2) 
1975 54 . 8 61. 9 88 .5 
1976 62.5 62 . 7 99.7 
1977 72.8 69.3 105. 1 
1978 66.8 79 .7 83 .8 
1979 97. 2 88.7 109.6 
1980 119.4 99.1 120 . 5 
1981 100 . 0 100.0 100 . 0 
1982 86.0 99.6 86.3 
1983 92.0 102.0 90.2 
1984 84 .3 104. 3 80 .8 
a Banco Centra l de Reserv a de l Peru, 1985. 
b Deflated by the index of external inflation. 
c Inflation of Peruvian trade partners, weighted by imports 
share, is considered. 
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Table A.5. Peru: Exchange Rate Regu lation 
(Percent change of last 12 months)a 
Domestic External Relative Currency Real Exchange 
Inflation Inflation Inflation Devaluation Rate 
(1) (2) (3) =(1) (2) ( 4) (5)=(4) (3) 
1982 
Dec . 72.9 0.0 72.9 90.7 10 . 3 
1983 
Jan . 78 .1 1. 2 76 .1 98 . 2 12.5 
Feb . 84. 8 1. 9 81. 5 103 . 5 12.l 
Mar . 90.9 2.3 86 .6 108 . 5 11. 7 
Apr . 97. 2 2. 7 92 . 1 118 .1 13 .6 
May 101. 4 1. 2 99 . 0 123 . 9 12.5 
June 107. 7 1. 6 104.3 131.8 13 . 5 
July 115 .5 2.0 111. 4 137 . 5 12.3 
Aug . 124 . 5 1. 2 121.9 154.9 14. 9 
Sept 129.1 2. 0 124 .7 158 . 7 15.l 
Oct. 124 .7 3.8 116 . 4 151. 9 16 . 4 
Nov . 124. 9 3. 3 117 . 7 144 . 2 12 . 2 
Dec . 125 . 1 0. 6 123.7 135 . 5 5. 3 
1984 
Jan . 124 . 4 -0.3 125.0 126.l 0.5 
Feb. 125 . 5 1. 7 121. 8 121. 2 -0 . 3 
Mar. 119. 4 3. 3 112 . 3 120 .8 4.0 
Apr . 114. 9 3. 0 108. 7 115 . 7 3.3 
May 116.6 1. 3 113. 7 115 . 5 0.8 
June 112. 9 2. 3 108. 2 111. 9 1. 7 
July 105 .9 0.9 104 . 0 109.4 2. 6 
Aug . 103 .8 1. 7 100 . 4 97 .5 -1. 5 
Sep. 99.9 0. 1 99.8 97 . 3 -1. 3 
Oct. 101. 2 -1. 3 103 . 9 103 . 6 -0 . 2 
Nov . 105. 8 0.3 105.0 114. 4 4.6 
Dec. 111. 5 -0. 2 111. 9 132.7 9. 8 
a Banco Central de Reserva del Peru , 1985 . 
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Table A.6 . Peru: Exports FOB by Countries 
(Percent share)a 
1980 1981 1983 1984 
Un i ted Statesb 32.3 33 . 5 38 . 1 36. 4 
Japan 9.5 14. 9 15.5 9. 9 
United Ki ngdom 4.0 4.1 5.5 5.0 
Belgiumc 2. 6 2. 1 3. 6 4. 1 
German yd 4.8 3. 1 3. 1 3. 8 
Taiwan n. a . n. a. 1. 9 3.3 
Italy 4.3 2. 5 3. 3 3. 1 
Netherlands 2. 3 2. 7 4.2 2.4 
Colombia 1. 4 2.9 1. 7 2.4 
Other countries 38.8 34.2 23 . l 29 . 6 
Total 100.0 100 . 0 100 . 0 100 .0 
a Banco Central de Reserv a de l Peru, 1985 . 
b Duri ng the period 1969 to 1979 , the average percent share of 
Peru FOB exports to the U.S. has been 31 . 7. This percent share 
corresponds to the highest shares of Peru exports to different countries 
·of the wor 1 d. 
c It includes exports to Luxembourg . 
d Western Germany . 
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Table A.7 . Peru: Imports FOB by Countries 
(Percent share) a 
1980 1981 1983 1984 
United States 34. 2 36. 3 38 . 0 33 . 3 
Japan 9.2 9. 4 10.0 8. 7 
Argentina 3.2 1. 9 4. 9 8.0 
Germanyb 7.8 7.3 7 .1 7. 3 
Brazil 3.6 6. 2 4.2 5.8 
Spain 0.0 0. 0 3.2 4.2 
Canada 0.0 0.0 3. 2 3.8 
France 0.0 0.0 4.9 2.5 
Sweden 0 .0 0.0 1. 7 2. 0 
Ch ile 0.0 0.0 1. 7 2.0 
Other countries 42.0 38 . 9 21. l 22 . l 
Total 100 . 0 100.0 100 .0 100.0 
a Banco Centra l de Reserva del Peru , 1985. 
b Western Germany. 
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EXPORT SHARES 1953 
EXPORT SHARES 1984 
r-USA(35%) 
(6~}-
om USA 
• JAPAN 
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• OTHER COS. 
Figure A.1. Peruvian export sh ares: 1983 and 1984 
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I IVIPORT SHAHES 1983 
r-USA(38'7. ) 
IMPORT 'HARES 1984 
,..-USA(33~} 
(3:7.)-
L..{~8~) 
[ill) USA 
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Ill OTHER COS. 
Figure A.2 . Peruvian import shares: 1983 and 1984 
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Table A.8. Peru: Definition of Some Economic Variablesa 
Symbol Definition 
GNP = Gross National Product 
GNPID = Implicit Deflator of GNP 
RGNP = Real Gross National Product 
RFGNP =Real Agricultural GNP 
RNFGNP = Real Non-Agricultural GNP 
FP = Agricu ltural Prices (Deflator of Agricultural GNP) 
NFP = Non-Agricultural Price (Deflator of Non-Agricultural GNP) 
MONEY = Money Supply 
GOVREV = Government Revenue 
GOVEXP = Government Expenditures 
I = Interest Rate 
PET= Oil Prices 
UN = Unemp loyment Level 
MCG = Imports of Consumption Goods 
XAG = Agricultural Exports 
USMON = U.S . Money Supply (Ml) 
a Real variables are expressed at 1963 prices. 
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